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Work on repairing the Slade in Cross Street, 2005. 
Photograph ©Gordon Ridgewell. 

 
After a long period of closure, Cross Street in Saffron Walden was re-
opened just before Christmas 2005, the complicated task of repairing the 
Slade having been completed. 
 
The Slades, little streams that run through the town, have an interesting 
history, aspects of which were described by three writers in our 
predecessor journal, Saffron Walden History,  H. Brett, R.T. Whybrew and 
H.C. Stacey and in C.B. Rowntree’s Saffron Walden Then and Now (1952). 
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The Old English word slæd meant shallow valley, boggy spot or stream.  
In 1387 it was called  Waterslad and the valley meaning is older, while the 
stream meaning came later on. The name Gold Street could derive from 
ME goule meaning ditch or channel, a reference to the King’s Ditch. After 
the culverting of the King’s Ditch, the name transferred to one of the 
roads nearby, and this could be the origin of the name, King Street. 
 
There are actually three streams draining the high land east of the town: 
the Fulfen Slade which comes in from the Thaxted Road, passes east of 
Farmadine and under East Street; the Madgate Slade which comes in from 
the Little Walden direction and goes through Bridge End Garden then 
under Bridge End; here it joins the King’s Ditch, which has come from 
Sewards End where it rises near Wills Ailey, then across the fields off 
Ashdon Road and along the southern boundary of the Common, before 
going underground until the rear of the Almshouses. Legend has it that 
one of the de Bohuns actually drowned in the Madgate Slade and there 
are many stories of dramatic floods, which still occur. All three streams 
eventually flow into the Cam near Audley End.   
 
Originally the King’s Ditch, deeply cut into chalk, was open and covering it 
over was something that happened piecemeal over a period of about 200 
years. Culverting it in places could have begun as early as 1650. 
References to Market Bridge or Impey’s Bridge seem to refer to a bridge 
over the Slade near the White Horse. The town map of 1758 shows the 
stream was then covered over from here to the King’s Bridge, which was 
in the High Street at a point in between George Street and King Street.  
 
Parts of a number of properties actually partly overlay the Slade, including 
the White Horse, Gray Palmer, the Abbey Lane Sunday school building and 
a number of shops such as the one at the corner of Cross Street. Part of 
the former baths in Hill Street were also built in 1910 over the Slade. 
 
Problems over clearing the Slade are nothing new – it turns up in council 
and court records over the centuries. In earlier less hygienic times privies 
discharged into it but the new sewer system in the early 20th century 
solved that. A reservoir at Engelmann’s nursery used to help with the 
silting up problem.  
 
The culvert which has just been repaired dates back to 1832 when a 
narrow central channel was constructed with brick benching sloping 
towards the channel. At that time also Market Street was widened and the 
cattle market built. The Slade was also arched over near the Almshouses 
and the ford at Bridge End replaced with a road bridge. During WW2 there 
was a proposal, not proceeded with, to use the Slade as an air raid 
shelter.  
 
Today the King’s Ditch or Slade continues to provide a challenge. It was 
realised that parts of the Slade were worn out and Cross Street could 
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collapse so vehicles were banned and the Slade  surveyed. The works just 
completed have cost a lot but the county council hopes they have solved 
the problem for the foreseeable future.  
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